
F INE BONE CHINA, EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED BY EL IE TAHARI



Elie Tahari, partnering with Lifetime Brands, Inc. is proud to debut 

his 2015 tabletop collection. Featuring beautifully elegant fine 

bone china inspired by Mr. Tahari’s love of New York City and the 

Hamptons, the collection consists of seven dinnerware and three 

glassware patterns. Available for Fall, this striking and sophisticated 

tabletop collection perfectly translates the essence of the Elie Tahari 

brand for the home.



BANK STREET

Offers a tailored, geometric grid pattern that reflects the architecture found 

in New York City’s West Village where Elie Tahari opened his first shop 

in 1975. Metallic finishes with platinum inspired by the gunmetal trims in 

Tahari’s collections give this porcelain pattern a timeless, yet modern look.



OCEAN ROAD

Brings the calming ambiance of the beach in Bridgehampton to the table with  

its handcrafted, artisanal design. Featured on a contemporary round coupe 

shape, the subtle blue place setting combines simplicity with a modern twist.



JANE STREET

Offers elegance and sophistication inspired by New York City’s West 

Village. It features airy wisps of twisting, smoky bands that flow gracefully 

across the round, coupe shape. Choose from Elie’s signature Cobalt Blue 

or Smokey Gray for a contemporary look on bone china that beautifully 

combines urban fashion and modern function.



JANE STREET – SMOKEY GRAY



JANE STREET – COBALT BLUE



GARDINERS LANE 

Adds a breath of fresh air to the table with its soft pastel colors and 

deconstructed floral design. Inspired by garden-side dinner parties 

in East Hampton, this pattern creates a stunning backdrop for any meal.



MILLSTONE

A pattern inspired by Millstone Road in Bridgehampton, features a cobalt 

blue ombré design drawn from Tahari’s Spring 2015 “shipwrecked-themed” 

Collection. It is available in both a soft square and a round coupe shape.



NAVY BEACH

Is inspired by the cloudy blue skies above Montauk and the subtle ombré 

looks found in the Elie Tahari Spring 2015 Collection. With muted, moody 

blue tones, this pattern reflects the many variations of the ocean.



PRINCE STREET

Is inspired by Elie Tahari’s love of SoHo where he has his flagship store. 

The textured geometric design references the mesh fabric used in the SoHo 

Coat from Elie Tahri’s 40th Anniversary Collection. This stunning bone 

china place setting is available in both a soft square shape and a round 

coupe shape.



GLASSWARE, EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED BY EL IE TAHARI



CLAIREDALE STEMWARE

Clairedale brings a unique sophistication to any occasion. Handmade 

in Europe by skilled artisans, this lead-free crystal stemware collection 

includes a 15oz goblet, 12.5oz red wine glass, 10oz white wine glass, 

5.4oz flute, 2.5oz liquer and a 10.8 oz double old-fashioned.



GANSEVOORT BARWARE

Gansevoort reflects a signature Elie Tahari look with its beautiful ombré 

metallic finish and updated barware shapes. The lead-free crystal, 

hand-blown in Europe, is offered in two sets of 12.5oz highball glasses 

and 10oz double old-fashioned glasses.



BANK STREET STEMWARE

Bank Street features a refined trumpet shape with an elegant hand painted 

platinum band that references the signature trims found on the Elie Tahari 

collection. Its classic simplicity is the perfect accessory for any tabletop. 

This lead-free crystal stemware is hand-blown in Europe, and is available 

in a 14.5oz goblet, a 9.25oz white wine glass and a 4oz flute.


